Thursday, July 1st

- 9 h: Opening of the Workshop
- **9.30 h**: Jesús Tuson: "Brain, tools, migration and words. On the origins of language."
- **10.30 h**: Break
- **11 h**: Joana Rosselló: "Syntax: the central system of knowledge of the Faculty of Language".
- **12 h**: Break
- **12.30 h**: Víctor Acedo & Jordi Fortuny: "Disquisitions on form and sense"
- **13.30-17**: Lunch
- **17 h**: Ramon Ferrer: "The sudden jump to human language."
- **18 h**: Break
- **18.30 h**: Sergi Balari: "Development and Computational Complexity. Two key issues for understanding the origins of language?"

Friday, July 2nd

- **9.30 h**: Jesús Martín: "Another linguistics is possible"
- **10 h**: Agnès Noy: "What could say genes of language?"
- **10.30 h**: Break
- **11 h**: José Luís Mendívil Giró: “Languages and species: limits and scope of a venerable comparison.”
- **12 h**: Juan Uriagereka: "The evolution of the language virus"
- **13 h**: Final discussion and closure.